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ALLOGRAPHY

J. P, WINTRINGHAM

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ir rs impossible to think of a person being interested in

mineralogy without being interested also in crystallography.

The beauty of color is at once acknowledged but the beauty of

form is not much behind it, and is generally of much more im-

portance in the determination of a mineral or a chemical com-

pound. Yet a great many collectors of minerals will acknowledge

that the subject is to them a sealed book. There seems to be a

lion in the way,--one that scares a great many people in other

matters as well: mathematics.
The way the subject has been presented may be to blame'

fn a series of articles of which this is the first I am going to try

to make the matter plain to any one rvho will apply himself to the

subject. I will confine myself mostly to four figures, 0, l, 2 and 3,

and avoid eomplicated mathematics entirely.
The student may want to go further than this series of essays

was abie to correet an involved clericalerror in one of mysymbols'r

The study of crystallography involves certain facts, cer0ain

convent,ions and certain symbols.
The facts cannot be easily described without the conventions

and symbols. A little attention given to these will enable any

one to gei a clear idea of the matter. The symbols I am going to

make use of differ somewhat from those adopted by the foremost

English writers on mineralogy, the Danas and H. A. Miers' The

first great fact is that crystals are bounded by flat surfaces or

planes. Our endeavor is to describe these planes and the forms

they build up so clearll'that any one can easily imagine or realize

the forms or faees referred to.

1 If any fuither errors should be detected, or the meaning is not reason-
ably plain at any point, I would be very much obliged to receive informa-
tion about it.
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If we hold a map up in front of us there is a line running
north and south-up and down thru the center-which we call a
meridian. This direction in a crystal we call c, or the c axis.
There is also in general a straight line running east and west,
from right to left, that might be the equator. In a crystal this
would be b, or the b axis. Since crystals are not planes like the
map, but solids, we require a third direction in space, or axis, to
fully describe them. This may be represented by a long needle
put through the map where the north-south line or axis crosses
the east-west line or axis. This is c. or the a axis.

The authors named use o, b and c in this way, but they also
use them to indicate faces, which is confusing. Faces or planes
should always be indicated by three numbers, as for instance
110 (read one, one, naught); I and 0 being used more frequently
than all the other numbers put together. The figure 1 in the
first place refers to the o axis and means that the plane or face
passes thru the end of it nearest to the observer. The 1 in
the second place means that the plane passes thru the right or
east end of the b axis. We will take up the third figure, 0, later.

(To be continued)

Iu a note in Science (44, 161, Feb. 16, lglT) Professor John E.
Wolff of Harvard University has given a brief account of the
Hancock collection, which was referred to in our January num-
ber (2, 4, Jan. 1917). The late Mr. Hancock was a landscape
artist and wood carver, and with an artist's eye and skilled
manipulation with fine tools, developed the hidden beauties of
crystals by removing! the matrix.

"The collection contains about 1,600 specimens of generally
the first quality, usually matrix specimens showing good crystals.
The standard European and other non-American localities are
fairly represented with excellent and well-chosen material but the
greater interest is in the superb crystals from American localities
such as Franklin Furnace, Tilly Foster mine, Amelia Court
House, Va., and others where Mr. Hancock collected on the spot
and then worked out his material rvith incredible skill and pa-
tience."
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Let us take the s5'mbol 100 and consider the position it indicates
for a plane'We 

know the I in the first place indicates that the plane passes
through the near end of the axis a. The 0 in the sicond place
rndicates that it is parallel to b; to help the memory, we may say
that it would not cut the D axis no matter how far they were both
prolonged, associating 0 with zot.

In the same wa,y the 0 in the third place means that the plane is
parallel to r, the c axis. Let us assume that the &xes are I inch or

exactly the same way I inch back of the map. These two faces,
in a way, cut out a board, and the faces are accordingly called
pinacoids from the Greek for board. In the same way 010 and oTo
would give two faces, or make a board, with its edge towards us
standing upright. Of each of these two pairs of faces, pair by pair,
it is said "they are not closed forms" because there is no limit
given to their extension. If we combine the symbols 100, i00,
010, oro wewould have cut out a pillar, sometimes called a seeond
order prisrn, altho I think it best not to use the word prism in this
way. If a crystal was of some length in this direction it would
best be said to be elongated parallel to c, the third axis. Now
we have four faces or planes and between them four edges, the
latter all parallel. Such a set of faces are said to be in a zone.
100 indicates that the front face is parallel to c, 010 indicates that
the side face is parallel to r so the line where they meet is also par-
allel to c or is c except that by convention we put the c axis thru the
middle of the crystal. 001 and ooT would indicate two more
planes, one on either end of our pillar; either of these is called the
base or the basal pinacoid.

By the three pairs of faees or pinacoids, our figure would now
be closed. If we take the three axes as I inch long each rvay from
the center and each axis at right angles to the other tw-o, we have
a cube, which every one knows. It has 6 faces, 12 edges and 8
corners. It has 3 zones, of 4 faces each, parallel to a, b ot c, the
first, parallel to a, taking in the four faces 010, 001, oio, and ooi.
This would be called lhe a zone or the zone of the face 100: a would
be called the zone axis and the 100 the zone face. The zone axis
is parallel to the zone edges and the zone face is across or at right
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angles to them all. If we can make out the pinacoids, we may be
able to_place a crystal in the conventional poiition by'putting one
of thefrst pair toward us, one of the second pair to ihe righf,and
one of the third above.

are classe{as belonging to the Cubie or Isometric System of
crygta]s. They are chaiacterized by three axes at rigfit angles
and of equal length.

(To be continued.)

NOTES AND NEWS
The collection of minerals at the Boston Societv of Natural Historv has

Ig-cently been rearranged and is now exhibited rinder modern condiiions.'l'he collection has been divided into two parts. one of which is entirelv made
up of.New England minerale, the other a'geneial collection from all over lhe
world.

Eveltually it is planned to keep only NewEnglandmaterial with a small
general slnoplic. collection, thus contoiming to Che policy adopted in other
departments of tbe Museum.

The specimens are all exhibited on plate glass shelves without individual
mounts. This method has been founii to give the maximum lieht, and to
prevent shadows; it has the additional advantage of being colorlesi arid hence
does- not detract in any way from the color of [he specimens.

Although the eollection i-s very strong in New Enhland minerals. especiallv
thoee from the older localities, its curai.or desires to obtain specimeni whieh
will improve the present ones,'and any from new or recent loialities that are
not as yet in the collection. For this purrrose the Societv is willine to exehanee
eome of the specimens from outside of New Enelanal tor narlicularlv fiie
New England minerals. Eoweno Wrccr,nsn'onru, Curdtm.

234 Berkeley St., Boston, l\Iass.
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-The symbol lll calls for a plane that passes thru the ends
of the a axis in front, _1bhe end of the D to th-e right or E and of c
above or to the N. ttt gives a plane cutting a-in froni, tt";t;
left or W, and c above or to the N-.
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If the prism is square and not diamond shaped that shows that
the lengths of the a and c axes are equal. If the crystal was drawn
out that wey it would be said to be elongated parallel to D.

These two sets taken together would make a closed form but not

common so the cube has onlv three times two, or six faces' Our
last three prisms or pillars made with only one 0 in each symbol
if combined would cut out or make a crystal form of three times
four, or twelve faees, and for that reason is ealled the dodeca-
hedron.

The dodecahedron has four faees meeting in a pyramid at eaeh
of the six ends of the axes; eaeh face must thus go to the ends of
trvo axes. As I have indicated each of these faces shows that two

in this system; they and all the forms in the other systems are
derived irom tlrese-three fundamental forms. The symbol 100
ean only be modified by putting the 1 in each of three places and
the 1 wjth the minus iidn in t[ree, making six planes or faces of
the cube, the number of the permutations of the symbols being
the same as the number of faces for the form it indicates. The
same is true for the other crystal forms. The word forur is used
to indicate such a set of faces or planes. We use the symbol with
a bracket to indicate thb full set; thus:

PITOCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES

THe Pntr,eonr,pttre MrNpnelocrcer, Soctntv
Wagner Free Institute of Science, April 12, 1917.

President Trudcll in the chair. Fifteen members and two visitors n'ere
nresent. Mr. lI. L. Jandorf and Dr. Herman Rurgin were elected active
hrernbels. I\Ir. William C. Knabe was appointcd Treasurer to take the place
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with -quartz _crystals, the crystals being perfect, but looking as
tho they had been twisted and mashed. 

-

The following minerals rvere reported from the locality, but
were not observed by the writer: dibpside, monticellite, Iudwigite,
phlogopite, magnetite, chalcocite, 

- 
tetrahedrite, fluorite and

pyromorphite.

at its base, while on the opposite side of the peak, but higher up,
the beautiful Lackawaxen Lake is situated,-making it an ideal
spot to spend a summer vacation.

AN ELEMENTARY INTRODUCTION TO
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

J. P. W'INTRINGHAM
Broohlyn, N. Y.

(Continued from page 83)

Every plane or face of a crystal we have described has cut one or
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more of the axes, and in every case where a plane has cut an axis it
has been only and entirely at its outer end.

The next four forms cut the axes at some other point than the
ends (or the center, where the axes crclss).

This is indicated by symbols larger than 1, such as 2. The

210 and 210 would be the two such faces on the front face of
the cube that would be narallel to c. These would cut the a
axis half lvay from thc center and & at its ends.

They would not be as flat as the faces of the cube nor as steep
as the faces of the doclecahedron. The symbols of these last,
100 and 110, may be multipliedby 2 and written 200 ancl 220,
rvhen it is at once seen that 210. the svmbol for a face of the
four-faced-cube, has a slant midway between them.

This suggests the second great law of crystallography'- that the
planes which cut one axis divide it into parts,which,for the dif-
ferent planes, bear simple numerical relations, as twice, three
times, a half, a third, two thirds, (2 to 3), three halves, (3 to 2), etc.

All the angles in a zone, if measured not in degrees but in
"offsets," as elevations, or as tangents, bear simple ratios or
relations to each other (in other rvords, they are commensurable).
This is called the rationality of the indexes, and is the second
fundamental law of crystallography.

Each of the four faces of the cube parallel to r has two pyramid

c zolre
on 100 on 010
210, 2to t2o,12o

on Too on oT0
2ro,21o l to,  l to

It is plain that this could be done with very Iittle thinking,
indeed, mechanically. On 100 and on 100 the symbols are the
s&me, except that for faces that are opposite one another the signs
are all reversed. To reverse the signs always indicates a face
directly opposite a given face.

The faces in the i zone, the symbols of which always have 0
in the third place, are called prism faces, except when they are the
faces of a cube or pinacoid.

(To be continued)
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There are two more forms with twenty-four faces, These are
best ealled the trigonal (three-edged) tris-(three-faced) octahedron
and the tetragonal (four-edged), tris- (three-faced) octahedron.
They both have a three-faced pyramid on each face of t,he octa-
hedron. To develop them draw a triangle with equal sides and one
corner at the top. This will represent one face of the octahedron.
The top corner will be the end of the c axis, that to the left 4, a,nd
that to the right D.

It is only necessary to remember that the larger symhol meane
further away from the ends of the axes. "Iake 221; this indicates
that the a and b axes are cut half way in, towards the eenter,
where the axes cross each other, while the c axis is cut at its end.
The lower edge of our triangle is a line between the ends of the a
and D axes.

If the points indicated by 2,2 on these axes should be joined by
a line, such a line would be parallt l to the edgc of the triangle or
of the octahedron. The face intlicatedby 22I would thus be tipped
down equaliy on the a andb axes and up on thc c axis. The other
two faces, 212 and 122 would be similarly placed, The three
faces rvould build a little pyramid on a f.ace 222. This face 222
is exactly parallel to 111, and can in fact not be distinguished from
1 1 1 .

If in the center of our triangle we put a dot and join it to the
three angles or tips it represents one face of the octahetlron with
its three sicled pyramid, each side having three edges. With the
other faces of the octahedron treated in the salne way we would
have our trigonal trisoctahedron of twenty-four faces.

(111) in brackets means all the eight faces of an oetahedron,
while 111 means the upper, right hand, forward face. The
portion of a crystal in this direction is often called a quadrant. or,
more properly, an octant. Note that this oetant has all three
symbols without a dash. This is generally true of any face in this
octant. To reverse the sign by putting in rlashes where there are
none, and leaving them out where there are, indicates a face directly
opposite a given face.

(221) and (211) are the symbols of two crystal forms that
have twenty-four faces each. As each of them can only tie varied
by changing the position of the odd number, I in 221 and 2 in 2l I ,
it is evident there can be onlv three of these faces in each octant.
The idea we can get of them irom the symbol is the direction and
the amount of the slant.
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The four-faced cube (210) has edges at the base of the pyramid
identical with the edges of the cube. The three-faced octahedron
(221) has edges at the base of the pyramid identical with the
edges of the octahedron.

The planes that make these faees cut two axes equally near the
center and the third axis further out, or at the end.

(To be continued)

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES
Tnn Pnrr,eonr,psle Mlwnneloorc,tr, Socrotv

Wagner Free Institute of Science, June 14, 1917.

The President, Mr. Trudell, in the chair. Eleven members and four viei-
tors present. Mr. Frederick'Oldach, proposed by Mr, Gordon, was elected

president's term to three suecessive years.
Frpr,o ExcunsroN

Setunoev. Suwp.lv .lno MoNolr (Leron D.+v) Sept. l-3' Falls of French
Creek. Medt at 69th St. Terminal at l.l5 P. M., Saturday.

Srerpo Mpntrxc
ThursdaY, SePtember 13, 1917 8-P. M.

Reports of trips to 
-irrarikford, 

Laiayette, Leiperville, l'riedensville,
P";l-6;;; rna t-tt" FaUs ot Frerich Crdek, 5y Mdssrs' Oldach, Gordon,
Wa,rford and Trudell.

Illugtrated with specimens and lantern tut"i**o 
G. GonooN, seoetary.
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There is another form that is more difficult to picture to one's

self but is well worthy of study. It cuts one axis near the center
and the other two firrther odt, or at their ends, so its symbol
would be 211. On the face of an octahedron (222 which is the
s&me as 111) its plane rises from one corner towards the other

a tetragonal tris-octahedron.
There is only one more fundamental form, which need not be

described so elaborately. It has forty-eight sides and may be
called an eight-faced cube or a six-faced octahedron. The eight-
faced pyramid on each face of the cube may be shown by drawing
a square connecting the opposite corners and the centers of the
opposite edges.

(To be continucd)

NOTES AND NEWS
Dr. Edger T. Wherrv, one of the aesociate editors of tbis macazine, has

been traneferred from the position of Assistant Curator, Division of Mineral-
ggy end Petrology, U. S. National Mueeum, which he hag held for the last
four.years, tp tlat of Crystallographer, Bureau of Cbemistry, U. S. Depart-
meDt oI Agrlculture.
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Do not forget to note that the syrnbols of the three funda-
mental forms taken singly represent: 100, a pinacoid; 110, a

Iace.
I one axis and is Palallel to two
rarallel to one axis and cuts two;
cuts all three axes. This rule

)\Y any face lies, and to give the
proper narne to the face; or, having a named face, to give it an
approximate symbol.'^ 

Any face with a dash over its first symbol lies at the back of
a crystal; all without are in front' AII rvithout a dash over the
secoird symbol are to the right of the a axis; if without a clash on
the third symbol, above the & axis'

The siuclent'should know what kind of faces the following
are: 100, 410, 310, 210 and 110. They are all in one zone. Note
that 410 it u fu."'slanting only slightly from the front pigacoid
100. Write the series 120 to the side pinacoid 010, also 140 to
the back pinacgid 100. Continue in the s&m-e way to the other
side pinacoid 010, and to the front pinacoicl 100 -again'

Such a seriei as 010, 041, 031, etc., could be represented by
clrawing the b and r axes as two lines on paper at right angles to
each ot*her and 12 inches long frour the center. At 6 inches out
from the center mark them 2, at 4 inches out 3, and at 3 inches
out 4; the outer ends mark 1. Join the 1, (or 010) ̂ to^t^\e | (o^r

001) d,ncl also the 1' (010) to each of the other points ?, 002 the 3,
003'and the 4, 004 that would give you the slant of the faces 011,
012, 013 and tit+ tho not their position. - 1'o get a clear i4gq gf
the'series of faces draw a line at the end of the c axis parallel to
the D axis this would represent the face 001' At 2 inches from
the c axis on this line draw a second line parallel to the 014. From
2 inches further along on this second line draw a third parallel .to
013. In the same iav draw 012 and 011. This can be easily
done with a pair of parallel rulers. Complete t-his.-quadrant by
starting at 010, drawing four lines to where the 021 line meets the
011 line. See diagram on the following page.

If desired, coirplete the other three quadrants. tle point.to
observe here is thal the first set of lines drarvn as indicated by
the symbols give the directions, tho not the positions .of the
faces. In the- isometric or cubic system, perfect crystals ter-rd to
have equal faces ancl be about equilly thick each way, but this is
not at all essential.
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